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Abstract

Most divertor impurity modelling gives the result that negligible
leakage occurs of impurities produced at the plates, to the confined
plasma. This is not, however, found experimentally. A Monte Carlo
impurity code has been employed in exploratory studies aimed at
identifying possible leakage pathways to the main plasma. I t was found
that for a substantial range of divertor plasma densities and
temperatures, the friction force dominated all other forces on the
impurities, including the temperature gradient forces which are
generally directed away from the plates. Thus, i f i t was assumed that
the deuterium plasma flow was everywhere directed toward the plates,
negligible leakage to the confined plasma occurred. The possibility of
deuterium flow reversal was also considered where i t was assumed that
over some radial fraction of the SOL, the deuterium plasma flow was
directed away front the plates, starting at a distance from the plates
equal to the deuterium average ionization distance. The spatial
distribution of impurity (carbon) physically sputtered neutrals was
modelled and i t was found that a fraction of the impurity neutrals were
ionized in the deuterium flow reversal zone. When these impurity
particles were then tracked through further ionization, and their
parallel and cross-field transport was followed, a substantial impurity
density was found in the confined plasma with Z e f f values of 3 or more.
I t was thus concluded that flow reversal of the deuterium plasma is a
promising possible explanation of the leakage of divertor plate
impurities to "the confined plasma.

1.0 Introduction

I t is diff icult to explain how impurity particles released at a
divertor plate can reach the confined plasma.



This problem is in contrast with the limiter case where plasma
contamination appears to be essentially explicable, at least to first
order [1]. The limiter is in close contact with the main plasma since,
by definition, the limiter tip defines the periphery of the confined
plasma, f.he Last Closed Flux Surface, LCFS. The scrape-off lengths in
the Scrape-Off Layer, SOL, are typically of order one cm while the mean
free path of sputtered neutrals is typically also of this order. Thus a
substantial fraction of the impurity neutrals are ionized within the
confined plasma. Even those particles ionized in the SOL can cross the
LCFS by diffusion before being transported back to the limiter since the
distance involved is short. Indeed quantitative analysis of the limiter
impurity case can explain central impurity levels to within a factor of
two or so [2,3], at least in simple operating conditions, e.g., ohmic
heating, steady-state, no pellets, etc.

Unlike the limiter, the divertor plate is more or 3ess remote from
the LCFS, i.e., the separatrix bounding the confined plasma. Plasma
densities are typically high, ne > 10

19 m~3, and the mean free path of
neutrals is generally too short to take them across the LCFS before
being ionized. Ionization tends to occur in the SOL plasma just in
front of the plates where the force of friction (collisional coupling to
the background deuterium plasma flow to the plates) is quite strong -
particularly if the plasma temperature is low, ~10eV, which is also
often the case [4]. The frictional force on the impurities directing
them toward the plate is, to a degree, offset by other processes.
Generally, the electron and deuterium ion temperatures increase along B
away from the plate and the T e- and Tj- gradient forces on the
impurities are then directed away from the plates [5]. Typically,
analysis of the divertor impurity problem, however, shows that the
friction force is dominant and virtually no impurities can reach the
main plasma, according to the modelling [6]. The associated impurity
radiation is thus also small. These calculated results are in contrast
with experimental results. It thus appears that we do not at present
understand one of the most important aspects of divertor operation -
indeed one for which divertors were, in large part, originally proposed,
namely - impurity control. In order to achieve a credible level of
plasma contamination and impurity radiation, some modellers have had to
artificially enhance sputtering rates by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude
[6,7], a fact which can perhaps be taken as a quantitative indication of
the deficiency of current understanding.

A full resolution of this anomaly will require substantial
improvement of the experimental data base since relatively little is
known about plasma conditions in the near-plate plasma region -
particularly regarding the magnitude and direction of the 2-0 or 3-D
deuterium plasma flow field, and the Te- and Tj- gradients. Measure-
ments of the 2-0 or 3-D impurity density distributions of different
charge states are also essentially non-existant. It is difficult to
conceive of a resolution of the divertor impurity problem in the absence
of such data. On the modelling front, a fully self-consistant treatment
of the deuterium together with the impurities is called for, including



kinetic effects. It may be the case that in the critical region just
near the plates many of the controlling processes may be only slightly
collisional, and the use of fluid treatments, the most typical approach,
may be insufficient to resolve some of the principal issues.

Such an ambitious modelling enterprise is not attempted here.
Rather an exploratory investigation is undertaken of certain aspects of
the near-plate impurity transport problem in the hope of shedding some
light on the matter, and of providing some guidance regarding the
undertaking of more complete modelling. A Monte Carlo impurity
transport code DIVIMP (Divertor Jtopurity) has been developed as an
extension of an earlier LIM (Linnter jmpurity code) [1]. Both are in
the spirit of the impurity codes developed by J. N. Brooks [8]; see also
some early work by Sengoku [9]. DIVIMP takes as input the plasma
background conditions, namely, the 2-D (in the poloidal plane) ne, Te,
T D+, the deuterim flow velocity field and the electrostatic field. The
code is thus an impurity trace mocel, although the self-diffusion
process, across and along t, is included, i.e., impurity pressure-
gradient forces are simulated. A plasma background has been adopted
which is an amalgam of modelling results produced using the JET EDGE1O
plasma code [7] as applied to JET X-point and (proposed) Pumped Divertor
configurations, the Princeton PLANET code as applied to a DIII-D
divertor case [10] and the Braams code, also as applied to DIII-D [11].
Background conditions, however, were varied substantially in an attempt
to identify impurity leakage paths from the plates to the main plasma.

At the outset of the present undertaking a number of potential
leakage mechanisms were considered for investigation using a Monte Carlo
impurity code. Such a code readily accommodates regions of greatly
varying collisionality, and can therefore be used to assess a number of
possibilities:

(a) The sputtered neutrals have a range of energies (assumed here
to follow the Thompson distribution with appropriate maximum
energies for D+- and self-sputtering), and are released with an
angular distribution (here taken to be cosine). It is not
inconceivable that some of the neutrals could, in fact, reach
the LCFS - perhaps via transit through (a possible low ne, Te)
private plasma region (the region bounded by the X-point, the
two separatrices and the part of the wall between the targets).
Self-sputtering can produce quite high average energy neutrals,
10's eV (even though the most probable energy is only a few eV)
[3].

(b) Once ionized some fraction of the ions might be able to
collisionlessly travel along the main plasma channel of the SOL
plasma lying essentially along the separatrix). The collision
process is, after all, a statistical one, and it is conceivable
that some fraction of the ions created near the plates could
travel along the SOL to the region near the main plasma where
the SOL is thin and where cross-field transport could carry the
impurities into the confined plasma.



(c) Ions created near the plate might reach the main plasma via
low-collisionality pathways lying along the outer periphery of
the SOL plasma or through the private plasma (which might be
tenuous).

Two other leakage mechanisms were also considered for
investigation:

(a) The magnitude of the temperature gradient forces near the
plates might be greatly enhanced by a feed-back effect: i f the
impurities radiate strongly enough just near the plate then the
plasma cooling would be strong, creating large temperature
gradients. Such gradients could then explain how the
frict ional force could be overcome so as to give the high
impurity levels and strong radiation in the f i rs t place. A
Monte Carlo analysis is convenient for dealing with the short
spatial scale lengths and the radiation release from the
partial ly - thermalized, incompletely-ionized impurities which
may also be only slightly collisional during their brief plasma
life-t ime.

(b) Leakage could, in principle, be explained by frictional forces
alone i f the deuterium plasma flow experiences flow reversal in
the region near the plates where a signifcant fraction of the
impurities are f i rs t ionized. Such flow reversal has been
predicted to occur [12,14], although there is l i t t l e
experimental confirmation [15]. Reversal could occur because
the neutral deuterium re-cycling from a point on the plates is
not all ionized within precisely the same plasma flux tubes
that brought the deuterium ions to that particular point on the
target. Because of neutral deuterium spreading some plasma
flux tubes have a larger integrated particle source due to
ionization than their sink at the plate. For such a flux tube
the deuterium flow must have a "watershed" with some of the
deuterium plasma flow being directed away from the plates (the
particle flux circuit being closed eventually by cross-field
transport to the adjacent flux tubes which are understrength as
to particle sources). I f such a process occurs one would
expect the flow reversal to start at a distance from the plates
(in the poloidal plane) of order the deuterium ionization
depth. That depth is likely to be greater than the average
ionization depth for the impurities - and so i f all impurity
ions were treated as average ones, then they would all be
ionized on the near side of the "watershed", and would
therefore be convected back to the plates by the strong
fr ict ion force. The impurity ionization mean free paths span a
range of values, however, and some of the impurity neutrals
wi l l be ionized beyond the "watershed". The strong friction
force would then convect those impurities away from the plates,
taking them to the SOL adjacent to the main plasma where



cross-field tansport could carry them across the LCFS into the
confined plasma.

Each of these potential leakage mechanisms requires a fine-scale
focus on the region just near the plates. I t may be that the impurity
situation of the entire plasma is largely controlled by processes
occuring in the f i rs t few mm's or em's from the target plates. A proper
investigation requires allowance for the spatial distribution of
ionization, variable coll isionality effects, partial thermalization and
partial ionization of impurities, non-coronal radiation etc. The
problem is thus well suited to a Monte Carlo impurity transport
treatment. On the other hand, the background plasma is not adjusted
self-consistantly with the impurities and therefore no strong claims of
conclusiveness can be made for such an exercise. Rather, one
anticipates that some insights may be generated and some guidance should
arise for the formulation of more complete treatments.

2.0 The DIVIMP Code

The DIVIMP code Is similar to the LIM code which has been described
in detail elsewhere [1.2,3,16,17]. A magnetic geometry is generated
either a r t i f i c ia l l y or as a construction from tokamak magnetic
measurements. Figure 1 shows the poloidal projection of the magnetic
geometry employed for most of the present study. I t is an approximation
to a JET X-point plasma [7] . A plasma background is specified.
Typical ly, in the present study, ne is set constant at 1019 trr3 along
the separatrix with an e-folding length at the outside mid-plane of
about 1 cm. The density is taken here to be constant along field lines.
Typically Te = TD+ is assumed with T = 100 eV on the separatrix at the
mid-point between the two plates (the bottom of Fig. 1). Radially,
temperature gradients correspond to «»1 cm e-folding length at the
mid-plane. Temperature gradients along U were varied considerably, see
below. In the absence of flow reversal the deuterium flow along $, vg,
("B" for background) in the SOL and the associated ambipolar electric
f i e l d , EcQL were taken from a simple fluid model, Eqs. (3), (4) of Ref.
[1 ] , which gives a non-linear increase of vg and E5Q1 along t from zero
at the mid-point between plates to vg equal to the local sound speed at
the plates.

The private plasma was assumed to be rather cool and tenuous with a
constant density of 5xlO17 m"3 and T = 10 eV.

Particles are launched from the plates in a Monte Carlo way with
weighting (spatially) according to the local D+ particle flux density
(allowing for the actual angle of t$total to the surface) and the local
ion impact energy (which governs the sputtering yield). In the present
study normal incidence ion yields were assumed to be doubled, both for
the D+ sputtering and for the self-sputtering [18], to allow for the
possibil ity of yield enhancement due to glancing angles of incidence.
The constants used in the Bohdansky yield expressions for D+ on C were:



E t h = 28 eV, ETF = 446 eV, Q = 0.14; for C on C: E th = 44 eV, ETF =
5680 eV, Q « 1.9 [ J . Roth, Inst i tut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, private
communication (1989)]. The neutral part ic le was launched with a
velocity drawn from the Thompson distr ibut ion [19] with appropriate high
energy cut-offs for D+ and self-sputtering [18] , and an angle to the
local surface drawn from a cosine distr ibut ion [18].

The neutral was followed, in the spatial ly non-homogeneous
background unt i l ionization. The ion was then followed in i ts parallel
and cross-f ield motion. Parallel motion was taken to be classical and
cross- f ie ld , anomalous. The cross-f ield diffusion coefficient was set
in the present study at a constant value of lrnVs. Inboard of the LCFS
an inward pinch was assumed of v^n = -2dL r /a2 . Parallel motion was
governed by the momentum equation for the velocity v(t) of the
individual ion:

where n̂ - is the impurity ion mass (carbon target plates were assumed
in t h i s study), Zj is the current charge on the ion (further ionization
to higher states as well as recombination was followed in a Monte Carlo
way) , x s i s the Spitzer stopping t ime, a e /P j are the e lect ron/ ion
thermal gradient force coefficients taken from Ref. [ 5 ] , s is the
d is tance along t $ t o t a l and T e B /T i B are the imposed ("background")
electron and D+ temperatures.

The impurity ions are generally in the plasma for too short a time
to f u l l y t he rma l i ze to the loca l value of T^g. Therefore the
thermalization process was also followed, i . e . , at each time step (At =
5xlO"7 sec. in this study) the impurity ion temperature was updated by

T}ew = T? ld + (T i B - T? ld) At/-cT (2)

where TJ is the Spitzer thermalization time.
Paral lel di f fusion (corresponding to the impurity pressure gradient

force) was included by changing the s-value of the ion by ± /2b. i^ at
each time step i f a random number chosen, uniformly on interval [0 , 1 ] ,
f e l l w i t h i n [ 0 , A t /x j ] where x, is the Spitzer parallel diffusion time
(which i t s e l f varies l i near l y as Tj) and DB is the classical parallel
dif fusion coef f ic ient ,

D, = 1.22xlO8 t jT j /mj (3)

for D. in [m 2 /s ] , t^ [sec] , Tj [eV], mj [amu]. One may note, therefore,
that the paral le l dif fusive step sizes are a strong function of T j , and
thus the importance of following the thermalization process. Each
impurity ion is followed unti l i t returns to the plates (or goes to the
wal ls) . The location of impact of the impurity ion, i ts charge state
(hence sheath energy gain) i ts kinetic energy reaching the sheath edge,



and its temperature are recorded thus permitting a self-consistant
calculation of self-sputtering based on individual values of total
energy of impact.

The total radiation released by the impurity while in each charge
state is recorded, and the total for its lifetime in the plasma.

Two-dimensional plots are produced of the density of neutrals and
each charge state, of Zeff, Pracj. ionization rate for each state, etc.

The probability of a particle reaching the LCFS is recorded as well
as the impurity density at the centre of the plasma core. Detailed code
diagnostics indicate the pathway by which impurities reached the LCFS,
shewing whether they utilized peripheral parts of the SOL for any
significant fraction of their transit. The average parallel-diffusive
step size is recorded for each charge state indicating the degree of
collisionality of the transport. The average force on the impurities in
each charge state is recorded for the friction force, electrostatic
force, Te-gradient and Tj-gradient forces.

3.0 Results

In Case 1 the f r i c t i ona l , electrostat ic and thermal gradient forces
were included. Along the separatrix the temperature was assumed to drop
l inear ly from 100 eV at the mid-point (along s) between the plates, to
90 eV at s = 11.4 m from the plates, then l inearly to 60 eV at the
plates. Near the separatrix the total distance between plates was
s = 114 m. The same s-scaling of temperature gradients was used
throughout the SOL, but scaled by the radial decay length of about 1 cm
at the mid-plane. As expected, the carbon density in the main plasma
was very low; the central density nc = 5.9*1016 nr3 which, assuming
nf i = 5xlO19 m-3 , gives central Zeff = 1.04. Few of the neutrals were
ionized in the confined plasma: 0.36%. For those neutrals ionized in
the SOL, few were transported across the LCFS into the confined plasma:
0.34%. The average dwell-time in the plasma was quite short, *<jwen =

78 us and most of the carbon ions were re-absorbed by the plates s t i l l
in low charge state: 16% C+, 42% C2+, 34% C3+, 8% C**. The ions were
only par t ia l l y thermalized with average ion temperatures in the
plasma/at ex i t : 25/25 eV C+, 31/31 eV C2+, 44/41 eV C3+, 84/49 eV C*+.
The ions were, on average, turned around and returned to the plate
before making signif icant excursions along s: average s-value at
ionization of C° was 0.55 m; average maximum s-value reached: 0.67 m
C+, 1.02 m C2+, 1.75 m C3+, 4.11 m C**+. The impurities nevertheless had
a substantial average impact energy, 400 eV, which together with the
assumption that a l l sputtering yields were double the normal incidence
ion values, gave a high e f fec t i ve sputter ing y ie ld , Y e f f (= tota l C°
production * total D+ f lux to plates) = 0.213, with self-sputtering
contributing 70% of this t o t a l .

For those ions which reached the main plasma, most of their t ransi t
was not by way of the periphery of the SOL, but more or less simply
along the main plasma channel lying along the separatrix.



The average forces exerted on each charge state during its dwell
time in the plasma are given in Table 1. As expected, the friction
force dominates the other forces, explaining the inability of the ions
to reach the main plasma to any significant degree. Somewhat
paradoxically, however, the collisionality is not very strong in the
sense that the average collision times are longer than the dwell times
for more than half the ions returning to the plates (the C+ and C 2 + ) .
The paradox is only apparent, however, since weak collisionality is
still sufficient to turn the impurity ions around owing to their small
velocity compared with the deuterium flow velocity.

Despite the short T ^ J ] , the total radiation released is not
insignificant: 260 eV per C" on average. This, however, is not large
compared with, the heat flux carried by the deuterium plasma to the
plates. There are 1/0.213 = 4.67 D+-e pairs per C° going to the plates;
for T p ^ a t e = 60 eV and assuming a sheath heat transmission coefficient
of ~10 one has ~2800 eV of energy convected to the plates for each Cc

released. Thus there is no significant impurity radiation cooling of
the plasma.

A Case 2a was then run to see the effect of simply turning off the
temperature gradient forces^ This caused nc to only drop by a factor of
~ 2 , to 3.8xlO16 nr3 and Z e f f dropped to 1.02. On the other hand,
turning off the friction force, Case 2b (but keeping all the other
forces) caused nc to jump up two orders of magnitude to 5.1*1018 m~3,

=4.1. The dominant role of friction is therefore clear.
As discussed earlier, it is conceivable that high temperature

gradients may be created by the presence of the impurities themselves
via their radiation, i.e., a feed-back effect. In order to explore this
possibility the temperature profiles along s were changed with the
s-value at which (on the separatrix) the 90 to 60 eV temperature drop
occurred being moved toward the plates, from s = 11.4 m (Case 1) to
s = 2.85 mA (Case 3) to s = 1.43, m (Case 4) to s = 0.57 m (Case 5). The
effect on Zeffr was not great: Z e f f = 1.05 (Case 3), 1.11 (Case 4), 1.10
(Case 5). The reason that the large increase in the temperature
gradients did not result in a greater effect was that the average
temperature gradient forces were not altered substantially. The reason:
the forces were stronger but acted over a shorter distance. The only
way to make the average temperature-gradient forces stronger would be to
make the region of high gradients longer, thus driving the mid-point
temperature substantially above 100 eV. The amount of radiation per C°
was also not large: 380 eV (Case 3), 480 eV (Case 4), 470 eV (Case 5).
Thus, although only a limited scenario was explored, and general
conclusions are therefore unwarranted, this possible explanation for
impurity leakage to the main plasma did not look encouraging.

The possibility of an explanation based on flow reversal was
considered next. In order to establish where the deuterium ionization
would occur, i.e., as an indicator of the location of the "watershed",
the LIM code was run with various assumptions about deuterium neutrals
as the "sputtered" particles in order to match the deuterium ionization



distribution calculated by a proper hydrogen neutral code, which allows
for molecular ionization dissociation, charge-exchange, etc. The latter
results were produced by the NIMBUS code [20] for the JET limiter shape
and assuming a constant plasma density (2*1018 nr3) and temperature
(50 eV) in the main plasma, with scrape-off lengths in the SOL of 15 mm
for T and 10 mm for ne. Results are shown in Fig. 2 where the LIM
results were obtained assuming that the deuterium was launched from the
limiter as a 50/50 mixture of 0.03 and 5 eV atoms, and with a cosine
angular distribution. This fit was considered to be close enough to
proceed with these same deuteron launch assumptions in DIVIMP. For the
Case 1 "Standard" plasma background, this gave the average deuterium
ionization point as s = 0.87 m from the plates. The 2-D ionization
pattern is shown in Fig. 3 (see also Fig. 5 for expanded view). This
value of s was then taken to be an indication of where flow reversal
might start.

A flow reversal pattern was then imposed on the magnetic
configuration; Fig. 4. In the flow reversal region the deuterium flow
speed starts at the local sound speed and drops linearly (with s) to
zero by the end of the reversal zone; E is neglected in the reversal
zone. Elsewhere in the SOL the usual vg and E profiles are imposed.

AThe result of imposing flow reversal was a dramatic increase in nc
and Zeff. For Case 6, "watershed" at s = 1.1', m, nc increased about two
orders of magnitude, to 3.3*1018 m-3, and Zeff = 3.0. Moving the
"watershed" caused significant changes: Case 7, "watershed" at
s = 2.28^.n, \= 2.0xl018, Zef* = 2.2; Case 8, "watershed" at the plate,
s - 0, nc = 6.7* 10 1 8 m~3, Zeff = 5.0. The power radiated per C°
increased: 590 eV (Case 6), 420 eV (Case 7), 1730 eV (Case 8).

For deuterium flow reversal to be able to convect a significant
portion of the carbon ions away from the plate, it is necessary that the
ionization distribution of the deuterium not be greatly deeper into the
plasma than the C° ionization distribution. In Fig. 5 expanded views of
the D and C° ionization distributions near the outer target are shown.
As is evident, the patterns are not greatly different. The sputtered C°
can have a rather high average energy. For the conditions of Case 6 the
average C° energy from D+ physical sputtering was 12 eV, and for the
physical self-sputtering 31 eV, with self-sputtering accounting for 56%
of the C°. At ne = 10

1 9 m~3 and T e = 60 eV this gives ionization
distances of 13 mm and 19 mm respectively. As has been shown, the
deuterium ionization profile is reasonably well represented by a 50/50
mixture of 0.03 eV and 5 eV atoms. The lower energy presumably reflects
the existance of molecular ionization and the higher energy a
combination of Frank-Condon and charge-exchange atom ionization. The
ionization distances associated with these two energies are 6mm and 80
mm. One thus expects the D ionization to be somewhat, but not greatly
deeper than the C°; for Case 6 the average C° ionization location was at
s = 0.52 m from the plates, while for the deuterium it was at
s = 0.87 m. It therefore appears plausible that a deuterium flow
"watershed" could develop near enough to the plates that a signifiant



fraction of the sputtered carbon could be ionized beyond the "watershed"
and thus convected toward the confined plasma.

Since the radiated power is increased by flow reversal it is worth
considering the combination of flow reversal with increased temperature
gradients. Plasma background was kept as in "Standard Flow Reversal
Case 6" but with the point at which (on the separatrix) the 90 to 60 eV
linear drop occured being moved from s - 11.4 m (Case 6) to s =A2.85 m
(Case 9 ) . This caused nc to increase further to 5.0* 10

18 m-3, Zeff to
4.0 and power radiated to 880 eV/C°. Thus flow reversal may be able to
bring about increases in the impurity radiation which will enhance the
temperature gradient forces and thus further increase the impurity
leakage, radiation e$c. in a feed-back effect.

Although^the Z ^ value in the confined plasma can reach large
values, e.g., Ze^^ = 3.0 for "Standard Flow Reversal Case 6", the values
of Zeff near the plates can remain comparatively low. Figure 6 shows a
2-D plot of ZQff near the plates for this Case (note that the high Z e f f

values in the private plasma are not due to high levels of carbon there
but to the assumed low value of ne = 5*10

17 nr 3). It is evident that in
the critical transport zone just near the plates - where the controlling
processes occur - Zeff is _<1.5. Thus it :nay not be essential to Include
impurity -- impurity collisions and the trace impurity approach, as
employed here, may not be too bad. In order to gain some indication of
the effect of non-trace impurity effects, all the collision processes,
temperature gradient coefficients etc [21] were calculated assuming Zeff
= 2 for the "Standard Flow Reversal Case 6", thus Case 10. The result
#as only a small decrease in nc to 2.5*10

18 nr3 (from 3.3*1018 m"3) and
Z e f f to 2.5 (from 3.0).

Shown in Fig. 7 are other 2-D contour plots for Case 6 including
the densities of the different charge state ionization rates and total
radiated power.

The role of paralled diffusion collisions as a mechanism for
transporting the impurities along the SOL was considered by turning off
this process, Case 11, conditions otherwise $s Case 6. This resulted in
only a slight change in nc to 3.9*10

18 nr3, Zeff = 3,3. Thus, for these
plasma conditions, parallel diffusion does not appear to ba an important
leakage mechanism. A quite different result was obtained by reducing ne

everywhere by a factor of 10, thus \QF$ - 10 1 8 nr 3. In that case
turning off parallel-diffusion caused the central impurity density to
increase by a factor of 4. Evidently parallel-diffusion can be more
important as a transport mechanism for taking impurities back to the
plates than out to the confined plasma. Parallel-diffusion in the
present modelling approach is the equivalent of impurity pressure
gradient forces in fluid models. The foregoing findings may explain why
such enormous, 102 - 103, enhancements of sputtering yields can be
required in order to obtain significant levels of plasma impurities
[6,7] (in the absence of flow reversal).

As discussed in the context of Case 1, Table 1, much of the
impurity behaviour is weakly collisional. The same type of information
is presented in Fig. 8 for "Standard Flow Reversal Case 6", again

10



indicating weak collisionality. As in Case 1, thermalization is also
only partial, see Fig. 8. The importance of a developing multi-
component kinetic models to deal self-consistently with impurity
behaviour, while at the same time dealing with weak collisionality is
indicated.

It is not evident to what degree the foregoing findings are
configuration-specific. In order to gain some insight on this question
OIVIMP was applied to a rather different magnetic configuration, that of
the proposed JET Pumped Divertor, Fig. 9. For Case 12 the same plasma
background was imposed as in Case 6 (except with all gradients along 8
changed by the ratio 114/48). The fraction of ions reaching the main
plasma only changed moderately; from 11.1% in Case 6 to 6.656 in Case 12.
In Case 13 the temperature gradient near the plates was increased by
having the linear 90 to 60 eV drop occur between s = 1.2 m and s = 0
(rather than between s = 4.8 m and s = 0 for Case 12). This caused the
fraction of ions reaching the main plasma to increase to 21%. Case 14
was the same as Case 13 but with flow reversal starting at s = 0.96 m
(instead of at 0.48 m as in Cases 12, 13). The fraction of ions
reaching the main plasma dropped slightly to 19%. In Case 15 the plasma
background was altered: n|.CFS = 3*1019 m~3, Te at mid-point between
plates along the separatrix = 40 eV, dropping linearly to 30 eV at

s = 3 m, then linearly to 15 eV at the plates; T^ at mid-point = 90 eV,
dropping to 70 eV at s = 5.8 m then to 30 eV at the plates. Flow
reversal was also turned off in Case 15 with the result that due to the
higher friction (higher ne, lower T.,), none of the 1000 particles
launched reached the main plasma. Case 16 was as Case 15 but with flow
reversal starting at s = 0.48 m. The fraction of ions reaching the main
plasma was now significant, 1.9%, despite the strong frictional force
toward the plates for s < 0.48 m.

Thus the principal findings do no appear to be strongly sensitive
to the precise divertor configuration, nor to the plasma background
conditions - at least over the limited range of variation explored.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Of the various possible impurity leakage mechanisms examined to
explain how impurities produced at the divertor plates can reach the
main plasma, the most promising possibility identified here would
require the existance of deuterium plasma flow reversal starting rather
near the plates, i.e., at a distance not too much greater than the
average depth of ionization of the impurity neutrals. Although such
reversal is theoretically predicted there is, as yet, little
experimental confirmation of it. In light of the possibly key role
which such flow patterns may play in divertor impurity behaviour,
greater experimental effort to measure divertor plasma flow patterns
would be warranted.

The steepening of Te- and Tj- gradients immediately in front of the
targets might accompany enhanced impurity transport away from the plates
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due to flew reversal, by way of strong radiative cooling. In that case,
a feed-back effect could arise in which the temperature gradient forces,
directing the impurities away from the plates, would enhance the leakage
process. Diagnostic methods to measure Te- and Tj- gradients just near
the plates would be valuable.

High central values of Zeff do not necessarily imply high Zeff
values near the plates where the critical transport processes occur.
Trace impurity models may therefore provide a reasonable first
approximation.

The impurity ions can be weakly collisional in that their life time
in the plasma can be short compared to their collisional times.
Thermalization is therefore only partial, low ionization states
dominate, radiation is non-coronal etc. Development of a multi-
component kinetic model is indicated, one which would deal with
impurities self-consistently while at the same time including kinetic
processes.
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Table 1: Results for Case 1 ("Standard"). Average forces on each
charge state during i ts dwell time in the plasma, *dwe7i«
Also, average time to absorption, Tgbs* a v e r a 9 e ionization
time x ^ , the Spitzer stopping (fnctional coupling) time
T S and Spitzer parallel diffusion time Tp . Forces in aN
(= 1018 N). Negative sign: toward plates. Times in

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Friction force
Electric force
Te-gradient force
T^-gradient force

*abs

*1

C+

-2.6
-1.4
0.2

0.57

9.6
11.9

9.3
420
380

C> +

-9.3
-2.4
0.87
2.5

24
35

32
110
98

C3 +

-13
-2.3
2.0
5.7

45
75

93
50
56

C*+

-15
-1.8
3.5
10

113
214

550
29
37
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Fig. 1.
R In)

Poloidal projection of the magnetic
divertor configuration used for most
of the p r e s e n t s t u d y . An
approximation to JET X-point discharge
[7 ] .

10 1.2

Comparison of deuterium ionization
spatial distribution integrated
poloidally to give a radial profile,
for the case of the JET toroidal belt
limiter, as calculated by the NIMBUS
Monte Carlo neutral code [20] (solid
line) and the Monte Carlo LIM code
[1-3 ] treat ing deuterium as an
impurity (points). Plasma background
assumed: ne = 1018 m~3, Te - 50 eV
constant inside LCFS, Xj = 15 mm, Xn =
10 mm in the SOL. LIM assumes 50/50
mixture of 0.03 eV and 5 eV D-atoms
released with cosine distribution from
the limiter surface. NIMBUS includes
a l l re levant atomic/molecular
processes of deuterium re-cycling.

Fig. 3. The 2-D d e u t e r i u m i o n i z a t i o n
distr ibut ion calculated using DIVIMP
for Case 1 plasma conditions and
assuming 50/50 mixture of 0.03 eV and
5 eV D-atoms.
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Fig. 4.

Imposed flow reversal pattern for Case
6, etc. Location of "watershed" at
which reversal starts is, for c lar i ty,
shown to be further from plate than is
actually the case.
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Fig. 6.

Zeff contour plot near the targets for
Case 6 where central 2

e f f = 3.
Values of Z&ff in plasma near plates
£1.5. (The high Zeff in the private
zone is a r t i f i c i a l , the result of
assumi ng
there.)

small ne = 5><1017 m-3
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Fig. 5. Expanded views of the D-ionization and C° ionization spatial
distributions near the outside target for the conditions of
Case 6, showing that ionization distributions do not differ
greatly. Figures identifying contour are based on one
particle entering the plasma per sec per m of toroidal length.
(The apparent existence of ionization inside the solid
divertor plates is just due to the coarseness of the
orthogonal grid employed.)
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Fig. 7. Contour plots for the different charge states ionization rate
and for total radiated power for Case 6. Figures identifying
contours are based on one particle entering the plasma per
sec. per m of toroidal length.
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Fig. 8.

For Case 6 the average Spitzer
stopping (frictional coupling) times
for each charge state, the average SOL
dwell times and the fraction of the
total C-ion flux to the plates
integrated up to that charge state. T
is the average ion temperature in the
plasma. T e x l - t is the average ion
temperature as the ions enter the
divertor plate sheath. Host of the
ions are therefore seen to be only
weakly coilisionai.

Fig. 9.

Magnetic configuration simulating
proposed JET Pumped Divertor.


